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Introduction
The value chain of a company, the concept introduced by Porter (1985) is its
entire product flow from the suppliers to the customers and managing the information
flow seamlessly such that the customer derives maximum satisfaction while the company
maximizes its profits. Dell Computer’s value chain is unique in the sense that the
company sources all its components from vendors across the world, undertakes the final
assembly and sells it directly to the consumer. Dell’s direct model of selling and build-toorder supply chain have been the main driving forces that have enabled it to gain
advantage over other players in the computer industry that can be described as highly
competitive according to Porter’s (1980) Five Forces model.
The Industry Structure
The computer industry is a highly competitive one. According to Porter’s (1980)
theory, the level of competition in an industry is defined by the five forces:
•

The threat of entry of new competitors (new entrants)

•

The threat of substitutes

•

The bargaining power of buyers

•

The bargaining power of suppliers

•

The degree of rivalry between existing competitors

The model can be elaborated in the following diagram.
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The threat of new entrants raises the level of competition in the industry. The
computer industry is highly competitive because of the high degree of commoditization –
that is, uniformity and availability of technology and little scope of differentiation of the
products resulting in little customer switching costs – that enable any of the vendors of
computer parts or a new player to develop assembling capabilities. There are no large
benefits to Dell from economies of scale neither does assembling require huge capital
investments.
Similarly, the threat of substitutes is also high since products from Dell are
essentially similar to those from HP, Compaq and Gateway. However, Dell has been able
to sell at lower margins since it saves on the margins charged by wholesalers and traders.
The relative price and the performance determine customer preferences and Dell has
taken advantage of the market preferences.
Dell’s suppliers do not have a high level of bargaining power since Dell dictates
the terms and schedules of delivery. Besides, in an industry that is characterized by
innumerable suppliers, who are not in a cartel, and a few dominant buyers of components
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that are individually low-value and undifferentiated, suppliers cannot have a high degree
of bargaining power.
Similarly, the buyers of computers, too, do not have a high bargaining power that
could reduce the attractiveness of the industry. There are a large number and a wide
variety of customers – from corporate to individual customers for desktop to laptop PCs,
as well as for storage, servers and printers – that the players can target.
The intensity of rivalry between players depends on the number and size of
players, cost structure of the industry, level of product differentiation, customerswitching costs, level of aggression by players and exit barriers. In these terms, when
Dell entered the market, it found an intensely competitive market, which is highly
fragmented and produce a commodity that is nearly undifferentiable and customer
switching costs in the market are low. Hence, the players are highly aggressive and
evolve different selling strategies. This resulted Dell in forming its unique direct model
since it realized that with competition, returns and margins inevitably comes down.
Hence, there was an imminent pressure to maintain margins, which it could do with the
direct model.
Thus, although the buyers of computers and the suppliers of parts do not have
much bargaining power in the industry because of their large numbers, the other three
forces – namely the threat of rivalry or new competitors, the threat of substitutes and the
intensity of industry competitors – are acute enough for Dell to formulate a new operation
and selling strategy in terms of its value chain.
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Dell’s Value Chain (application of Porter’s 1985 model)
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Current Functional Level Strategy
Dell outsources all its component manufacturing, including sub-assemblies like
motherboards and nearly the entire production chain for notebook PCs. However, it does
not outsource the final configuration and keeps control over the production and supply
chains. In the initial years, the company shipped parts and components mostly from Asia.
More recently, regional components manufacturers – which again may be units of Asian,
European and American companies- are increasingly supplying to Dell. Typically,
components like disk drives, CD-ROM drives, power systems, cables and connectors are
shipped from Asia while motherboards are largely procured locally.
Since Dell follows build-to-order and just-in-time policies, the inventory remains
in the suppliers’s books till Dell puts the order. Intel is the only exception since its market
strength is large enough to force Dell take over its inventory before acquiring the final
customer (Byrnes, 2003).
Dell’s direct-selling model depends critically on lead-time management so that
inefficient lead conversion time would not leave the company with overage or underage
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of components. Once an order matures – either over the phone or through the internet the sales executive is entirely responsible to run the product chain to ensure it is delivered
on time. The pricing is also tailored to the company’s demand forecasts that are strictly
monitored on a weekly basis (Byrnes, 2003).
Dell has eliminated from its value chain the intermediaries, who would have
charged a 20-30 percent margin, from the value chain, taking orders over phones – and
since the late 1990s over the Internet – and aligning the supply chain closely to the
assembly factories and the order-taking system (Achtmeyer, 2002).
Dell has integrated the direct-selling model intricately with the supply chain. Even
though the company assembles 80,000 PCs a day, it does not have any warehouse, the
assembly factories hold inventories for a maximum of two days while the entire operation
inventory is a maximum of 72 hours (Byrnes, 2003).
Current Business Level Strategy
When Dell entered the market in 1984, the market had already become
fragmented and players were hard-selling their products. Michael Dell realized that the
consumers, who were buying their second computers or replacing their old ones, had
already matured to the extent that they knew the technology parameters and required less
of onsite training or persuasion. Hence, Dell embarked on its direct model has given the
company a competitive edge through the low selling price that it can give to customers.
Recently, Dell has also entered the printer market with low-cost MFP printers
with no prvious experience in laser or inkjet printers. Once again, Dell adopted a unique
selling strategy by partnering with the competitors of HP, the leader in the printer market,
like Lexmark, Samsung, Kodak and Fuji Xerox. In the server storage business, another
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line that Dell has entered recently, it has partnered with industry leaders like Intel,
Microsoft, Oracle, Red Hat (Melenovsky, 2004).
Resources
Dell spends little on research and development, at $400 million in 2003, a fraction
of HP’s $4 billion (Maney, 2003). Yet, it manages the supply chain so efficiently that its
production process is near perfect. Also, the assembly operations are highly efficient and
designed such that a PC is assembled by one worker so that any defect can be traced
down to him and made accountable.
The main strength of Dell is in its inventory management. As the company sells
90 percent of its products through the direct model, it mostly receives payments from its
customers immediately online or through the credit card. It then places orders on the
component vendors and proceeds on the assembly but pays to the suppliers only 36 days
after the product is shipped to the customer. As a result, the cash-conversion ratio for
Dell is negative 36. On the other hand, other PC makers pay suppliers immediately for
the components, assemble them and receive payment from customers on delivery. The
process takes roughly 30 days hence the cash-conversion ratio is typicall positive 30 days
for the other PC-makers (Breen, 2004).
Capabilities
Dell has developed its tangible capabilities in terms of financial advantages of
maintaining low inventories and elimination of the wholesalers and retailers, thereby
eliminating the 20-30 percent that would have to be passed on to these intermediaries
otherwise.
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Dell has developed the intangible capabilities which, according to the VIRO
(Valuable, Rarity, Immitability, Organization) model, developed by Barney (2005), are
required for it to maintain strategic competitive advantage. However, in the more recent
years, there are doubts raised over its sustainability. For example, the value that the
company derives through its direct selling model in conjunction with the build-to-order
model may be neutralized as the industry becomes commoditized, the production process
easier and other companies – including those which are Dell’s supplier now – develop
their capabilities. Of course, Dell’s resources and capabilities that have made it valuable,
has not yet been replicated by any of the competitors so it may genuinely be expected that
Dell’s competitive advantage will remain for some time to come. Dell’s first mover
advantage in the direct selling model has given it an edge that competitors will find it
difficult to imitate. Besides, Dell has refined the value chain to such an extent that it has
its entire organization – including its sales executives, assemblers and sub-assemblers streamlined extremely efficiently.
Recommendations
To sustain the competitive advantage that Dell has developed over the years, the
company should treat the corporate and individual clients. It should adopt different
strategies for the two sets of clients:
1) For corporate clients, Dell should focus more on the enterprise solutions that
medium-sized companies are increasingly adopting while concentrating on the
storage and server business for large companies,
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2) For individual companies, Dell’s capabilities through the direct model are more
related to high-end products. The entry into the low-end products should be done
in a more thoughtful manner. Combining the direct model with the retail model.
Dell’s buyer profile is tilted towards the technology savvy customers – corporate
or individual – who are either buying a second or subsequent product or replacing the old
one. For these buyers, Dell’s direct selling model fits in perfectly. The corporate clients
make up the bulk of the online sales. About 15 percent of the e-commerce revenues are
B2C while the rest is B2B. It is recommended that Dell attempts to enlarge the corporate
e-commerce clientele, with more services and product combos specifically targeted at the
enterprise levels.
Recently, Dell has incorporated hard-selling into its direct-seelling mdel for lowend products, buyers of which are typically first-time users. In a bid to capture market
share, the company has opened 10 by 12 feet kiosks at shopping malls and connected
them to the Dell site online as well as give consumers a touch and feel of the product.
However, analysts have noted that the malls have the largest footfalls from women and
not a large share of leads are converted to purchases (Magure, 2003). For the individual
customers of low value products, the direct model has limited success and a more
aggressive combination of direct and retail selling is recommended.
The company should realize that with commoditization of the computer market,
more players will enter in to market and the company should now begin to focus more on
volumes than margins.
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Conclusion
Dell’s USP of direct selling and build-to-order has given it a unique position in
the industry, enabling to rise to the top of the competition in two decades despite being a
late entrant. The sustainability of the competitive edge, though difficult in the fastcommoditizing industry, depends on continuation of its power to harness all the resources
and capabilities it has developed over the years.
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